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Abstract
The present work is devoted to the numerical modelling of the crucible-free growth of
silicon crystals. Electromagnetic heating is performed by toroidal high-frequency (up to
2.6 MHz) inductor. The method is intended to be used for the growth of small-size (d < 20
mm) crystals. Phase boundaries were calculated in axially symmetrical approximation.
However, due to the proximity of the inductor the melt flow is strong and can significantly
influence the shape of the melting interface. Therefore, the additional model of the melting
process was created using OpenFOAM software library. More precise interface shape and its
dependence on time was obtained. Parameter studies were performed to investigate the
influence of inductor current frequency and pedestal height on the growth process.
Introduction
For the more precise characterization of contamination in polycrystalline silicon, it
should be melted and then recrystallized in the form of single crystal. To ensure that no
contaminant atoms are added during the process,
contact between Si melt and any other system part
should be avoided, and it can be done by various
crucible-free methods. First, floating zone (FZ)
method can be used. However, it is relatively
expensive to prepare a FZ suitable feed rod. The
second option is to use recently proposed single
crystal growth method from the granulate crucible
[1]. Its main complication is the preparation of the
granulate itself, which is an undesirable step in the
case
of
bulk
polycrystalline
material
characterization.
Therefore, the possibilities of the third
option – pedestal method – were considered. Since
the meniscus angle must be equal to 11° for the
stationary growth, crystal diameter must be smaller
than pedestal diameter [2]. To melt the feed rod,
electron beam heating was proposed [3], however it
requires relatively expensive electron control Fig. 1. The simplified scheme of the
equipment and a vacuum chamber. Pedestal Si apparatus in the axially symmetrical
growth systems with the inductive heating are approximation
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described in literature only for extremely small crystal diameters and intended for narrow
applications [4].
The present paper is devoted to the numerical modelling of the small-size (d < 20 mm)
Si crystal growth process, which is simpler and less expensive than the previously mentioned
ones.
1. System description
The simplified scheme of the considered system is shown in Fig. 1. The highfrequency coil induces electric current in the polycrystalline pedestal, which is located below,
and melts the central part of it. To begin the growth process, crystal seed is introduced in the
centre of the molten zone, and then pulled upwards. By adjusting pulling rate, crystal diameter
can be controlled. In the present paper, only the cylindrical phase is considered and in every
model the axially symmetrical approximation is used.
The system has two reflectors: thick quartz reflector below the pedestal and ringshaped thin copper reflector, which is located around the pedestal. The main system
parameters are: crystal radius RC = 6 mm, feed rod radius RF = 6 mm, feed rod length H =
40 mm, inductor frequency f = 440 – 2640 kHz, inductor radius RI = 26,5 mm, crystal pulling
rate vC = 2 mm/min, copper reflector inner radius RR = 55 mm.
2. Model description
2.1. Phase boundaries
Temperature field in the silicon parts and reflectors is calculated using the standard
diffusion equation, without taking melt motion into account. Heat radiation and
electromagnetic (EM) induced heat are used as boundary conditions. For the heat radiation
description, view factor model is used with the effective ambient temperature Tamb and fixed
inductor temperature Tind (due to water cooling). EM field was calculated in high-frequency
approximation.
From the thermal gradient distribution, the moving rates of each point of the phase
boundaries are obtained, taking the latent heat into account. The shape of the free melt surface
in the present model is defined by hydrostatical pressure, centrifugal forces, surface tension
and EM induced pressure. This model is created based on principles described in [5].
2.2. Melt flow, fixed phase boundaries
Two models of the melt flow were used in the present work. First of them considers
fixed phase boundaries. It imposes incompressible laminar Navier-Stokes equation for the
melt velocity, with Boussinesq approach for the thermal convection description. Marangoni
force density and EM force density are considered on the free surface. Standard convectiondiffusion equation is used for melt temperature, with EM induced heat and radiation as
boundary conditions. This model is implemented using OpenFOAM software library [6].
2.3. Melt flow, moving phase boundaries
To take Si melting into account, Stefan method is used. The model described in the
previous subsection is complemented with phase variable fc, that changes from 0 in the melt to
1 in the solid Si, as shown in (2.1). The solidification was modelled by increasing melt
viscosity, as well as density and heat conductivity, for high fc. To add this model to the melt
flow solver, the model was implemented in the OpenFOAM library. Smearing interval T
was decreased, until the solution was not dependent on it. In this way T = 0.5 K was found.
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3. Calculation results
2.1. Inductor frequency
Four values of f were used for the parameter study: 440, 880, 1320 and 2640 kHz. By
adjusting inductor current I, it is possible to obtain almost identical phase boundaries, see
Fig. 2. However, the higher the inductor frequency is, the closer free surface is located to the
inductor. It happens, because, for fixed heating power, EM pressure is higher for the lower
frequencies. Inductor frequency influence on melt temperature and velocity is shown in Fig. 3
(the model with fixed phase boundaries was used).
The change of the main system parameters over inductor frequency is shown in Fig. 4.
Due to smaller inductor current and melt velocity, higher frequencies are more favourable for
the system. Maximal temperature in the calculations with melt hydrodynamics (HD) is much
lower, than in calculations without it, because intensive convection, both thermal and EM, is
present in the system. Two main vortexes arise in the melt, as it can be seen in Fig. 3, and they
radically increase qmax at the melting interface. To check its influence on the phase boundaries,
additional calculations of the interface melting were performed using Stefan model.

Fig. 2. The shape of phase boundaries for different inductor frequencies
2.2. Pedestal height
The calculations of the interface melting were first performed with f = 880 kHz and
T
 const = 5 K/mm
H = 40 mm. The presence of the crystal was simulated by setting
n
condition on the central round spot on the free surface, with radius RC. Due to intensive melt
flow vortexes, crystallization interface becomes deeper until the whole pedestal melts. To
prevent it and ensure crystallization interface deflection zcrys ≈ 30 mm, inductor power was
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manually controlled (see Fig. 5.). That allowed to obtain smaller molten zone height for larger
H (see Fig. 6). Moreover, the distance between the molten zone and the pedestal bottom
increased. However, in the case with H = 60 mm the highest energy losses are expected.

Fig. 3. Melt temperature (left) and velocity magnitude (right) in calculations with f = 440 kHz
(top) and f = 2640 kHz (bottom)

Fig. 4. In reading order: inductor current, maximal melt temperature, maximal melt velocity,
maximal heat flux density on the melting interface. Calculations performed without melt flow
(red) and with melt flow (blue)

Fig. 5. An example of growth control. Inductor power (green) and interface deflection (blue)
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Fig. 6. Melt flow calculations with the moving interface. Pedestal height H is (from left to
right) 40 mm, 50 mm and 60 mm. Arrows denote melt velocity vectors
2.3. Growth control parameters
During the melting and crystal growth, one cannot observe zcrys directly. Hence, it is
necessary to find another parameter, that correlates with zcrys and can be easily observed. The
following parameters were checked: molten zone outer radius rcrys T20,0 and temperatures
T40,-10, T40,-20, T40,-40 (first index denotes radial coordinate, second index – vertical coordinate).
The scheme of point locations and parameter dependence on time is shown in Fig. 7. To
characterize the connection between temperature T at an arbitrary point and zcrys, a fitting
function was created: f (T )  a(T  T0  b), where a and b are free parameters, which were
t  2100

numerically fitted to minimize the residual error S 



f (T (t ))  z crys (t ) dt .

t 0

The results of the performed approximation are shown in Tab. 1. Temperatures at the
upper part of the pedestal (first three rows) for H = 50 mm show unrealistic connection with
zcrys: a > 0 means interface movement upwards and freezing when T is increased. Therefore,
calculations with H = 60 mm are more significant for the present analysis. The lowest S was
obtained using T40,-40. The final formula for interface deflection evaluation for both considered
pedestal sizes is z crys  0.00025 (T40, 40  T0  248 ).

Fig. 7. In reading order: point location scheme, temperature at the free surface (point 20,0),
molten zone outer radius (rcrys), temperature at pedestal side (point 40,-20). On the horizontal
axis real time (in seconds) is shown. Interface deflection zcrys is shown with the blue line
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Tab. 1. The results of the approximation for different pedestal sizes
H = 50 mm
H = 60 mm
a
b
S
a
b
S
T 20,0
0.00047
-98 0.00013 -0.00072
4 0.00241
T 40,-10
0.00015
-152 0.00016 -0.00037
125 0.00114
T 40,-20
0.00010
-239 0.00017 -0.00030
152 0.00096
T 40,-40
-0.00022
263 0.00015 -0.00026
243 0.00030
Conclusions
The numerical model was created for the crucible-free pedestal system with highfrequency induction heating. The model allowed to analyse inductor frequency influence on
the inductor current, the shape of phase boundaries and other system parameters. Calculations
showed that higher frequencies are more favourable for the experimental growth.
Taking melt convection into account led to significantly deeper interface, in
comparison with the shape obtained without melt flow, and to pedestal bottom melting.
Therefore, the length of the pedestal was increased. The formula for the evaluation of the
crystallization interface deflection was elaborated to allow growth control in a real
experiment. However, the results should be used with caution, because model system has not
been verified yet by comparison with growth experiments.
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